
NAME: POLICARPO SADUMIANO  

ADDRESS: 6 Lily St., HURSTVILLE, NSW 2220.  

 

 

NAME OF PROJECT: Woodlawn ARC: SSD - 21184278.  

 

STATEMENT: I object to the application for a new incinerator in Tarago, NSW.  

 

REASON: If established and then operated the nasty chemicals produced during the incineration of 

dangerous materials including biohazard materials from hospitals, home and commercial quantities 

of old pesticides, paints, batteries and the like, will vaporise at very high temperatures and rise up 

into the atmosphere. These various chemicals would chemically react with each other and with 

oxygen and produce various forms of compounds which may be of variable toxicities ranging from 

low toxicity to super or extreme toxicities, far too dangerous to humans and ecosystems. These 

compounds would not remain suspended in the atmosphere but will move and spread out over 

areas nearby or further away depending on atmospheric pressures a as bd wind velocities . Then 

because these compounds aren't weightless, they will eventually settle down onto the earth surface, 

on plants, roofs of buildings, brought down by rainfall and will then contaminate town waters, water 

in dams, potable waters in tanks, catchment waters and not forgetting the irrigation waters on 

grazing and agricultural lands.  

I wouldn't like to get poisoned because of the fact that I live nearby THE INCINERATOR in Tarago, 

NSW. The incinerator will have a working life of 30 or more years while the garbage tip that already 

exists in Tarago still has 25 years! NO, there is definitely no fair go in establishing this incinerator 

where so many people and their livelihood is at stake.  

Please consider our plea, PLEASE NO INCINERATOR IN TARAGO.  

 

POLITICAL DONATION: I have not made any political donation, reportable or not in the last two 

years.  

 

ACKNOWLEDGMENT: I acknowledge and accept the Department disclaimer and declaration.  
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